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Young disabled chess players met the Candidates 

Tournament Participating Grandmasters in DI Telegraph 

 

Saturday, March 19th – Young disabled chess players 

visited the Candidates Tournament venue in Moscow's DI 

Telegraph. This was the part of the charity event 

«Grandmasters for children».  

 

The event was organized by Candidates Tournament's 

General Partner – Tashir Group and the charity fund 

«Country of talents». The Candidates Tournament is 

organized by World Chess by Agon Limited as the part of 

FIDE World Chess Championship Cycle. 

 

Children from Moscow chess schools took part in the 

event. Young chess players visited the game hall, where 

the players compete; TV studio, where all the official 

press-conferences for rounds are held, commentators' 

box and the flash-zone. After that all the guests took 

part in the simultaneous exhibition, held by 

international GM, Honoured Coach, Head Coach of Russian 

Chess Olympic Team Sergei Yanovski.  

 

FIDE President Kirsan Ilyumzhinov said: “I want to 

thank everyone for organizing this meeting. I hope that 

some of these young chess players, who took part in the 

simultaneous exhibition today, soon will play in the 



 

game hall like this to win the chance to face against 

the world champion”.  

 

Candidates Tournament participants – Sergei Karjakin, 

Peter Svidler and Veselin Topalov – also took part in 

the event. They signed the autographs and took the 

pictures with the children.  

«It is very good and very proper event, demonstrating 

that chess is the game for everyone. Despite the fact 

that charity has become an indispensible part of sports 

and a part of every sportsman’s public program, I 

suppose that the decision to participate in such event 

should be taken by heart. It is similar to feelings for 

chess. If you're fond of chess since the very 

childhood, this feeling stays with you for the rest of 

your life. I hope that these children will also keep 

this love in their hearts forever. Who knows, maybe the 

next world champion is among them», - said Sergei 

Karjakin.  

«I am confident that not only children will remeber 

this event. Since its foundation, Tashir Group has 

devoted significant attention to charitable activities 

along with its business development. This event shows 

that nothing can stop someone in achieving their goal. 

Today, aspiring chess players became the perfect 

example of this fact. These kids are distinguished by 

intellectual potential and strong will—with a 

persistence that helps them fight any obstacle—and this 

is worth any reward,” – said Zara Agemian, Head of 

marketing and corporate communications in Tashir Group. 

 

«The main aim of this event is to attract public and 

media attention to the problem of disabled children's 

health problems and social adaptation; to show, how 

important it is to draw attention to these children's 

intellectual potential, to develop their mental 

capabilities that will help their recruitment in the 

future.  We are happy to give these young chess players 

brilliant opportunity to take part in the major event 

in the chess world – Candidates Tournament. We suppose 

that the chances should be equal for everyone. We want 

to give everyone faith in human, who can do more than 



 

he thinks he can” – claimed “Country of talents” 

charity fund founder Polina Torochkova.  

 

Public Program Organizer 

 

World Chess by Agon Limited 

Agon Limited is the official partner of World Chess 

Federation (FIDE) and owner the WORLD CHESS brand as 

well as of commercial rights to the World Chess 

Championship cycle. The company aims to develop and 

commercialize chess, create favorable environment for 

partners, players, and brands, and to significantly 

expand the broadcast coverage of the sport. 

 

Agon Limited became owner of commercial rights in 2012. 

The company successfully managed the 2012-2013 Grand 

Prix cycle, the 2014 World Championship Match, and the 

2015 Rapid and Blitz World Championships. The company 

operates worldchess.com website that is the official 

broadcasting platform of the Championship cycle.  

 

Charity Event Organizers 

 

Tashir Group 

Tashir is a diversified industrial holding founded in 

1999 and comprised of over 200 companies in various 

sectors of Russian economy, including construction, 

manufacturing, finance, energy, development, and 

retail.  The company employs over 45,000 people and has 

offices in over 25 cities in Russia and former USSR 

countries. ‘Tashir Group’s founder and president is 

Samvel Karapetyan. The company is headquartered in 

Moscow. 

  

Tahir Group’s primary business focus is development and 

management of commercial real estate projects, 

including retail. Tashir is a leading developer in 

Russia and has built over 2.5 million square meters of  

commercial and residential real estate. 

 

 

Country of talents charity fund  



 

Country of talents charity fund develops chess 

education system for disabled children and also carries 

out the project Melody of the game -  nationwide chess 

benefit events. Organizers suppose that children 

tournaments, simultaneous exhibitions with famous 

grandmasters and additional chess education for 

disabled children  will help adults and everyone around 

see the value and the beauty of children's potential. 

Aiming that goal since 2014 Russia-wide benefit 

evenings Melody of the game have been held in Moscow, 

Rostov-on-Don, Nizhniy Novgorod, Kazan, Saint-

Petersburg, Arkhangel'sk, Surgut and even in Republic 

of Uzbekistan capital – Tashkent. 


